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About This Game

Join Robb and Otto on an adventure!

Robbotto is a retro-inspired, arcade game. Play either solo or co-op, as you move from level to level, defeating all the enemies.

A gigantic space freighter was slowly gliding through the vastness of cosmos, when suddenly disaster struck! The ship flew
straight through a magnetic storm, causing all the robots and machines onboard to go crazy. Luckily, Robb and Otto, the ships

top maintenance robots were putting out a fire in the ships shield generator room, and didn't get affected by the storm. Now the
two unlikely heroes must travel through the ship and disable all the malfunctioning machines.

Classic Arcade Action
100 Levels
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20 Different Enemies
10 Huge Bosses

Single Player or Local Co-op
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Better than G-Ball!. A complete waste of time and the description on Steam is inaccurate. There is no controller support. Game
is buggy, boring and crashes frequently on my Alpha.

If you are even considering the purchase please note that going to the kitchen, grabbing a spoon and gouging out your left eye
would be a better use of your time............ and probably more enjoyable.. First of all, the game is interesting with its physics,
then a pleasant visual comes, further relaxing music, there are minuses in the game, I would like to see more various figures, for
example. Really unique and neat! Got some Lovecraft vibes from this. I don't mean to say it's a "scary" game, but I got this
feeling of slight dread imagening getting lost in a reality so beyond your understanding like this one. "It's hard to tell the
difference between the mountains and the sea." is a line that stuck with me. Slight spoiler for what happens to the characters you
follow: Doomed to wander with no solid grasp of time or space, seemingly getting more lost the more you try and find some sort
of footing. *shiver* :)

For what it's worth I had a great time with it, but I can imagine it not working for some. If it looks cool though, certainly give it
a go!. Buy this game! Very fun. Graphics work better in game then they look on flat screen. Movement and action is well
paced.. Total War Games vs. World War I -----> Winner WW1

  Age Of Empires Games vs. World War I ----->Winner WW1

  Any Real-Time Strategy game vs. World War I ----->Winner WW1

  Buy this game and ♥♥♥♥ your foes from their butts.

  (There is only campaign but it's enough for me)

  Playable Countries:France/English, Germany, Russia. Simple, fun, well executed!
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What am I doing with my life?. Fun little game, got it with a game coupon for 50cents, wouldn't play fully price though. Combat
style/animations could use improving, perhaps make it look more like rest of game? Otherwise it does what it does well, and has
DEVIL CHICKEN!!. Drop Hunt - Adventure Puzzle has decent visuals. It has pretty simple puzzles and gets boring real fast. It
only cost me .06 in the Oriplay bundle(got it on sale for 1.10) and I still feel I paid too much for it. Not fun at all!. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9qMs-1PaSo. Best gaem evr 2017. Can't start when I successfully launch the game.. Like
it's predecessor Exceed 2 is a bullethell shmup, but is a lot better. The game is translated, has controller support, dialog can be
turned off and you can choose settings like resolution. You can still only select 1600x900 as highest resolution, but you can
choose to play it windowed.

New is the polarity mechanic it borrows from Ikaruga. Only bullets of an opposite polarity can kill the player. Same-color
bullets are absorbed and converted into energy for special weapon. Switching the polarity also changes the color of your bullets,
and shooting an enemy using opposite-polarity bullets will cause double damage. The game only forgets to tell you that it uses
this system.

For a bullethell shmup it's quite oke. Main issue that puts me off is the anime art style and setting. I'm just not a fan of that and
prefer I'm something like a ship in shmups. I already find bullethell shmups a genre hard to enjoy and this makes it even harder.
So I can't recommend it to most people.. Technically superior from the previous iterations, with a more than decent voice cast
this time around, solid riddles and puzzles and a somewhat ridiculous (unfortunately not in a good way) storyline.
Recommended with caution.. The game is garbage. If you want to try it, play the F2P version.. BEWARE: IF YOU USE INTEL
INTEGRATED GRAPHICS TO PLAY THIS GAMEI Most all of the titles from FIVE-BN GAMES are very good point and
click games with nice mini puzzles (this one included). But if you have an Intel integrated GPU, be prepared to have these
games overheat your CPU. This game, in particular, spikes my I5 at over 86 C! Obviously, I then need to shut down the game,
as to not damage my CPU. I've written to FIVE-BN GAMES support about this issue, but have not received any reply...

Bug fixes for version 2019.3.26:
Hey all!

Another quick release to fix some of the most annoying bugs!

 Added ghost chat all the time

 Added limit to kicks/bans during the game. Lobby is still infinite.

 Fix chat not working if game starts while virtual keyboard is open

 Fix random arrow pointing to weapons

 Improve profanity filter

 Fix dead host causing voting to tally endlessly

That should be about it this time! Let us know how you like the changes on Twitter or Discord[discord.gg].. Server Issues and
a new update!:

First, the server issues.. Release Pricing!:
Hey all!

Today we're announcing our release pricing for Among Us! Starting 11/16 (when we launch here on Steam), Among Us will be
$5 for PC versions (Steam, itch.io and Kartridge). Mobile versions will remain free-to-play with ads.

Any money we make goes towards keeping the Among Us server alive and Innersloth producing future games.

We'll continue to update Steam with patch notes and updates from now on, but feel free to peruse our previous blogs here:
https://innersloth.itch.io/among-us/devlog
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. Among Us New Colors and More in 2019.4.24:

New Colors: Cyan and Lime. First 2019 Update!:
Hey everyone!

Sorry for the month delay, but this update is a pretty big one!

Big Changes. Among Us 2018 Holiday Update!:
Hey all!

Sorry this was posted elsewhere, I forgot to add it here. I'm still getting used to the Steam community stuffs.

Happy holidays from us at Innersloth! The end of the year is a pretty slow time for updates because of holidays, and we've been
working hard on The Henry Stickmin Collection and a new unannounced game. But we still wanted to be sure and put
something nice into Among Us as well, so along with fixes, we also added a holiday hat bundle.

New stuff!
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